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47 BONHARD ROAD
SCONE

PH2 6QB





Nestled in the heart of Scone, a charming town in Perthshire, Bonhard Road stands out as a highly desirable and exclusive location. This delightful three-bedroom detached home has undergone stylish upgrades by

its current owners, resulting in a modern and high-quality family residence.





Upon entering, you are greeted by a welcoming vestibule leading to a central reception hallway. The front-facing sitting room exudes elegance with its feature electric fire and seamlessly integrated dining area,

enhancing the home's versatility. An adjacent office room adds practicality to the layout. The recently renovated kitchen boasts a sleek design with contemporary quality units, complemented by a utility/laundry area

and ample space for a breakfasting table, all offering views of the front gardens. A charming rear porch provides additional access to the outdoors.





The ground floor comprises two generously sized double bedrooms and a stylish bathroom featuring a modern suite with a bath and separate glass shower enclosure. Ascend the solid wood stairs to the upper gallery

landing, where an impressive principal bedroom awaits, complete with double aspect windows offering views to the front and rear, and ample storage in the eaves.



Key Features
• A delightful detached home within the sought after area or Scone.

• Three generously sized bedrooms.

• Front-facing sitting room with feature electric fire.

• Recently renovated kitchen with utility/laundry area.

• Home office.

• Recently renovated stylish bathroom featuring a modern suite with a bath and
separate glass shower enclosure.

• Mature landscaped gardens with raised sun deck, garden arbour and potting
shed.

• Spacious detached double garage and driveway for multiple vehicles.

• EPC - E



Outside, the property offers mature private gardens to the front and alongside is a long driveway capable of accommodating multiple vehicles. The beautifully landscaped gardens to the rear features a raised sun

deck with an attractive garden arbour and patio area perfect for outdoor enjoyment, a potting shed, and a spacious detached double garage.

Scone offers an array of local amenities within easy reach of Bonhard Road. These include a well-regarded primary school, a convenient commuter bus service to nearby Perth, a Tesco Express and a variety of bars

and restaurants, ensuring a comfortable and enjoyable lifestyle for residents.
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